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Abstract

The impact of a potential future fleet of supersonic aircraft on contrail coverage and
contrail radiative forcing is investigated by means of simulations with the general cir-
culation model ECHAM4.L39(DLR) including a contrail parameterization. The model
simulations consider air traffic inventories of a subsonic fleet and of a combined fleet of5

sub- and supersonic aircraft for the years 2025 and 2050, respectively. In case of the
combined fleet, part of the subsonic fleet is replaced by supersonic aircraft. Supersonic
aircraft fly at higher cruise levels (18 to 20 km) than subsonic aircraft (10 to 12 km). The
different ambient meteorological conditions in terms of temperature and humidity affect
the formation of contrails. At subsonic cruise levels, the combined air traffic scenario10

reveals a reduction in contrail cover in northern extratropics, especially over the North
Atlantic and Pacific. At supersonic flight levels, contrail formation is mainly restricted to
tropical regions. The northern extratropical stratosphere is only in winter cold enough
for the formation of contrails. Total contrail coverage is only marginally affected by the
shift in flight altitude. The model simulations indicate a global annual mean contrail15

cover of 0.372% for the subsonic and 0.366% for the combined fleet in 2050, respec-
tively. The simulated contrail radiative forcing is most closely correlated to the total
contrail cover, although contrails in the tropical lower stratosphere are found to be op-
tically thinner than contrails in the extratropical upper troposphere. The global annual
mean contrail radiative forcing in 2050 (2025) amounts to 24.7 mW m−2 (9.4 mW m−2)20

for the subsonic fleet and 24.2 mW m−2 (9.3 mW m−2) for the combined fleet. A reduced
supersonic cruise speed (Mach 1.6 instead of Mach 2.0) leads to a downward shift in
contrail cover, but does not affect global mean total contrail cover and contrail radiative
forcing. Hence the partial substitution of subsonic air traffic leads to a shift of con-
trail occurrence from mid to low latitudes, but the resulting change in contrail-induced25

climate impact is almost negligible.
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1 Introduction

Contrails are line-shaped ice clouds which form in the wake of jet aircraft. Like natu-
ral cirrus clouds, they have an influence on the earth’s climate system. According to
the Special Report on “Aviation and the Global Atmosphere” by the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC, 1999), the global radiative forcing (RF) of contrails5

is estimated to be in the range of 0.02 W m−2 for 1992 which amounts to 40% of the
total RF caused by aviation. Sausen et al. (2005) provided an updated estimate of
aviation RF for the year 2000, mainly based on results of the EU project TRADEOFF.
These results indicate a global RF of (line-shaped) contrails of 0.01 W m−2 which is
approximately a factor of three to four smaller than the IPCC-based estimate, scaled to10

2000 (0.034 W m−2). Several studies on the radiative impact of contrails also reported
a somewhat lower RF than the IPCC report, e.g. Marquart et al. (2003) calculated a
RF of 0.0035 and 0.0098 W m−2 for the years 1992 and 2015, respectively, and Myhre
and Stordal (2001) calculated a RF of 0.009 W m−2 for 1992. Furthermore, Stuber and
Forster (2007) reported a RF value of 0.002 W m−2 for 1992 which currently remarks a15

lower limit for contrail RF. Nevertheless, line-shaped contrails still play an important role
in aviation-induced climate impact. The mentioned estimates of contrail RF only con-
sider line-shaped contrails. In addition to line-shaped contrails, aviation may change
natural cirrus clouds in different ways, but the current knowledge on this subject is very
limited (for a further discussion see e.g. Sausen et al., 2005).20

The thermodynamic theory (Schmidt, 1941; Appleman, 1953; Schumann, 1996) de-
scribes contrail formation as a function of combustion parameters (emission index of
water vapour, propulsion efficiency of jet engine, specific combustion heat) and am-
bient meteorological parameters (temperature, humidity). Therefore, changes in air
traffic density, technological developments such as more efficient engines, the global25

climate change, but also a shift in main cruise altitude may lead to changes in contrail
formation. Subsonic cruise levels are mainly located between 10 and 12 km altitude. In
contrast, supersonic aircraft fly at stratospheric levels between 18 and 20 km altitude.
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This means a significant change in ambient atmospheric conditions like temperature
and humidity which can be expected to have a significant influence on contrail forma-
tion and persistence. The IPCC (1999) provided an estimate for the aviation RF of a
combined fleet of sub- and supersonic aircraft (scenario Fa1H) for the year 2050. In
the Fa1H scenario 11% (in terms of emissions) of the subsonic fleet (scenario F1a)5

are replaced by supersonic aircraft with a cruise speed of 2.4 Mach. However, in IPCC
(1999) it was assumed that the occurrence of persistent contrails in the stratosphere is
unlikely and that contrail RF form supersonic aircraft can be neglected. Consequently,
the given global net contrail RF for the combined fleet (Fa1H, 0.089 W m−2) was 11%
smaller than the respective value for the subsonic fleet (Fa1, 0.1 W m−2).10

The EU-project SCENIC (“Scenario of aircraft emissions and impact studies on
chemistry and climate”) investigated the impact of a potential future supersonic fleet on
atmospheric chemistry and climate. Compared to IPCC (1999) the SCENIC emissions
datasets (Marizy et al., 20071) consider more realistic scenarios in terms of super-
sonic aircraft configuration, supersonic routes and market penetration, and supersonic15

technology. A comprehensive discussion of the climate impact of potential future su-
personic air traffic including the impact of NOx, CO2 and water vapour emissions is
given in Grewe et al. (2007). In the present paper, we focus on the impact of future
supersonic aircraft on contrail cover and the radiative impact of contrails. Our study is
based on multi-year simulations with a comprehensive global general circulation model20

including a thermodynamic parameterization of line-shaped contrails (Ponater et al.,
2002). The effect of supersonic aircraft on contrails is evaluated by means of subsonic
and combined (sub- and supersonic) aircraft inventories for the years 2025 and 2050,
respectively. In view of quantifying the uncertainties and designing a “minimum impact
scenario”, different supersonic aircraft configurations for 2050 are considered in this25

study.
A description of the applied GCM configuration including the contrail parameteriza-

1Marizy, C., Rogers, H., and Pyle, J.: The SCENIC emission database, Atmos. Chem. Phys.
Discuss., in preparation, 2007.
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tion and the different air traffic inventories is given in the following section. In Sect. 3,
we present and discuss the impact of a supersonic fleet on contrail cover (Sect. 3.1)
and radiative forcing (Sect. 3.2) in terms of differences between a subsonic and a mixed
fleet. The impact of model deficiencies concerning the temperature and humidity distri-
bution on the GCM results are discussed in Sect. 4. Finally, conclusions are presented5

in Sect. 5.

2 Methodology

2.1 Model description

In this study we applied the spectral general circulation model ECHAM4.L39(DLR)
(hereafter E39, Land et al., 1999, 2002), which is a derivate of the climate model10

ECHAM4 (Roeckner et al., 1996) with an enhanced vertical resolution of 39 levels
up to the model top centred at 10 hPa. This model version provides an exceptionally
high vertical resolution of about 700 m in the tropopause region where air traffic mainly
occurs. The spectral horizontal resolution is T30 with a corresponding Gaussian trans-
form grid of approximately 3.75◦×3.75◦ and a time step of 30 min. Water vapour, cloud15

water, and trace species are advected by the semi-Lagrangian transport scheme by
Williamson and Rasch (1994). Since the advection scheme itself is not mass conserv-
ing, a mass fixer has to be applied which is an integral part of the advection scheme
in ECHAM4 (Rasch and Williamson, 1990). The model contains state-of-the-art pa-
rameterizations of radiation, cumulus convection, cloud formation and precipitation,20

horizontal diffusion, surface fluxes and vertical diffusion, orographic gravity wave drag,
and land surface processes (see Roeckner et al., 1996, and references therein).

The model was extended by a contrail parameterization developed by Ponater et al.
(2002). The parameterization scheme is based on the thermodynamic theory of con-
trail formation which depends on ambient temperatures, humidity and natural cloudi-25

ness. Additionally, the parameterization considers actual air traffic density. The design
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of the aircraft inventory (see Sect. 2.2) allows to use flown distances as a metric of
air traffic. This parameter is more appropriate to scale contrail coverage than fuel con-
sumption and modifies the global contrail coverage and RF by about 10% (Fichter et al.,
2005). The simulated contrails are represented by a fractional grid box coverage, an
individual ice water path, effective particle size and optical properties (Ponater et al.,5

2002).
Results of contrail simulations with the ECHAM4 GCM (Marquart et al., 2003) have

been compared with observations of contrail cover over different geographical regions
based on NOAA/AVHRR satellite images (Mannstein et al., 1999; Meyer et al., 2007).
For Europe, the observed contrail coverage as derived from AVHRR satellite data10

(Mannstein et al., 1999) are approximately 50% lower than the GCM results. This
discrepancy can be reasonably explained by the underestimation of the observed con-
trail cover through neglecting widespread contrail features. A comparison of AVHRR-
observations with the ECHAM4 model results for Asian regions over Thailand and
Japan by Meyer et al. (2007) has shown that the derived patterns of the regional con-15

trail cover agree well. Furthermore, the annual cycle of simulated contrails follows
the observed seasonal variations, i.e. maximum contrail cover in spring and minimum
values in autumn (Thailand) and winter (Japan), respectively. Quantitative differences
between model results and observations may largely be explained by the increase in
air traffic in these regions between 1992 (reference year for the air traffic inventory used20

in the GCM simulation) and 1998 (satellite observations). Assuming a linear increase
in contrail cover between the two time slice model simulations for 1992 and 2015, the
expected value for 1998 from the model data closely matches the observed values.

The radiative forcing of contrails is calculated as difference of the short- and long-
wave radiative fluxes with and without contrails. Consistent with previous contrail RF25

studies based on the method of Ponater et al. (2002) we use the stratosphere-adjusted
radiative forcing at the tropopause as a measure of climate impact from contrails which
is calculated online during a model simulation (Stuber et al., 2001). Furthermore, we
use an upgraded version of the longwave radiation scheme with modifications accord-
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ing to Räisänen (1998) since Marquart and Mayer (2002) found that the longwave ra-
diative forcing of optically thin clouds is strongly underestimated (up to 70%) in the
standard ECHAM4 radiation scheme. With the updated radiative transfer scheme,
ECHAM4 still shows a systematic deviation to the sophisticated radiative transfer model
LibRadtran of about 25% (Marquart and Mayer, 2002). This systematic deviation is5

caused by the exclusion of longwave scattering. Therefore, we corrected the longwave
RF values a posteriori by the 25% offset (Table 3). These values represent our best
estimate for the contrail RF from the model simulations.

The impact of supersonic aircraft on contrail formation is investigated on the basis
of multiyear model simulations using the above described model configuration and10

different air traffic inventories for subsonic and mixed fleets for the time slices 2025
and 2050, respectively. After a spin-up time the model has been integrated over 5
annual cycles in a quasi-equilibrium mode representing atmospheric conditions of the
years 2025 and 2050 (time slice simulations). The future atmospheric concentrations
of greenhouse gases are based on the SRES scenario A2p (IPCC, 2001). The sea15

surface temperatures are taken from a transient climate simulation with the coupled
atmosphere-ocean-model ECHAM4/OPYC (Roeckner et al., 1999).

2.2 Air traffic inventories

The different SCENIC air traffic datasets are discussed in detail in Marizy et al. (2007)1.
Here we give a short summary of the main characteristics of the subsonic (scenar-20

ios S1 and S4) and mixed fleets (scenarios S2 and S5) for the years 2025 and 2050
(Table 1). In the mixed fleet part of the commercial subsonic fleet is replaced by super-
sonic aircraft. It is assumed that the first supersonic flight will be in 2015, i.e. on 2025
only few supersonic aircraft will be in operation. For the mixed fleet only one super-
sonic aircraft type is designed. The reference configuration of the supersonic aircraft25

is identical for 2025 and 2050: 250 passengers, Mach 2.0 with a range of 5500 nm.
Beside the base-case mixed fleet scenario five perturbation scenarios (P2 to P6) with
different supersonic configurations have been designed for the year 2050. In this study,
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only perturbation scenario P4 (reduced cruise speed) has been considered. The P4
configuration is 250 passengers, Mach 1.6 with a range of 6000 nm. A set of super-
sonic flight routes is defined for each configuration depending on the characteristics
of the selected aircraft and its flight performances. Additionally, for each route, a mar-
ket penetration is defined to determine the percentage of supersonic passengers and5

the number of supersonic aircraft. It should be mentioned that the air traffic inven-
tories have been created on the condition of constant revenue passenger kilometres
(RPK) for each time slice, and not of constant fuel consumption (Table 1). All invento-
ries consider commercial air traffic (scheduled passenger and cargo, charter), general
aviation (executive jet, turboprob, piston, helicopter) and a military fleet (fighter, trans-10

port, bomber, trainer, others, helicopter). The emission datasets are based on market
forecasts for the 2025 and 2050 world air traffic demand giving the total number of pas-
sengers and the mass of freight transported on each commercial route. The air traffic
inventories provide information about the emissions of NOx, CO, hydrocarbons (HC),
soot (BC), particles, the total and commercial fuel consumption, and the commercial15

distance flown. Concerning the propulsion efficiencies, which are needed as input for
the contrail parameterization, we use values of 0.4 in 2015 and 0.5 in 2050 as pro-
posed by Gierens et al. (1999). The respectively value of 0.43 in 2025 was determined
by linear interpolation.

Figure 1 shows the horizontally integrated fuel consumption of the subsonic fleet in20

2050 (a, scenario S4). The maximum fuel consumption occurs in Northern Hemisphere
mid-latitudes between 10 and 12 km altitude. In order to illustrate the replacement of
parts of the subsonic fleet by supersonic aircraft, the difference between the 2050
mixed and subsonic fleet (S5–S4) is displayed in Fig. 1b. The main flight levels of the
supersonic fleet are between 18 and 20 km, i.e. above the tropopause. Additionally,25

the replacement of subsonic by supersonic aircraft leads to a slight increase in fuel
consumption at subsonic flight levels (around 9 km and 12 km, respectively; Fig. 1b)
which is caused by supersonics flying in subsonic mode over land in order to avoid
sonic boom. The increase in fuel consumption below 8 km, i.e. during climb and dive,
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is related to a higher MTOW (maximum take-off weight) of the supersonic aircraft com-
pared to the subsonic aircraft. The lower supersonic cruise speed of 1.6 Mach instead
of 2.0 Mach in the perturbation scenario P4 results in a reduction of the main cruise
altitude of approximately 2 km compared to the base-case mixed scenario S5 (Fig. 1c).
It should be mentioned that the emission datasets are based on detailed market fore-5

casts and technical realizations. Furthermore, all scenarios are optimised in terms of
economical viability, i.e. supersonic routes differ between S5 and P4.

Figure 2 presents the geographical distribution of the commercial fuel consumption
for the subsonic fleet in 2050 (S4) showing the main flight routes over the North At-
lantic, USA, Europe, Asia and the North Pacific. The difference in fuel consumption10

between the combined and the subsonic fleet (S5–S4) is displayed in the lower panel
of Fig. 2. The combined scenario S5 shows an enhanced fuel consumption over tropi-
cal flight routes, but also over the North Atlantic and North Pacific. The increase in fuel
consumption over the North Atlantic is accompanied by a reduction in fuel consump-
tion to the north of this region. A similar pattern is found over the North Pacific. These15

geographical differences are related to the fact that an individual set of flight routes was
defined for each supersonic configuration.

3 Results

In order to estimate the impact of a future fleet of supersonic aircraft we analyse the
differences in contrail cover (Sect. 3.1) and radiative forcing (Sect. 3.2) between the20

subsonic and the combined fleet. The pattern of differences is similar for both years
2025 and 2050, but more pronounced for 2050 since more supersonic aircraft will be
in-service. Unless mentioned otherwise, the shown results refer to the year 2050.
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3.1 Contrail cover

The contrail cover in the GCM is determined as fractional area covered with contrails
within each model grid box. Unless mentioned otherwise, the shown contrail coverage
considers both visible and subvisible contrails. Contrails are regarded as “subvisible” if
their optical depth is smaller than 0.02 or if they are disguised by natural cirrus clouds5

(Ponater et al., 2002). The total contrail cover is calculated by vertical summation using
the principle of maximum-random overlap (e.g. Geleyn and Hollingsworth, 1978).

The left panel of Fig. 3 presents the annual mean geographical distribution of the
total contrail cover simulated for the subsonic scenario S4. The total contrail cover
shows distinct maxima over the North Atlantic, the North Pacific, the eastern USA,10

Europe and Japan/East Asia. This structure directly reflects the main flight routes
(Fig. 2). Typical mean values within the region of high air traffic density are in the range
from 0.5% up to more than 5% (over the USA and Europe). The total contrail cover
exhibits some seasonal variations (not shown) which are directly related to seasonal
variations of atmospheric conditions, since the air traffic inventories do not consider15

any seasonal cycle. Over the USA, Europe and in tropical regions the total contrail
coverage is higher in winter than in summer. In contrast, the contrail cover over the
North Atlantic and North Pacific shows a maximum in summer.

The mixed fleet scenario S5 reveals an increase in total contrail cover over tropical
regions (right panel of Fig. 3). The strongest increase is found over Southeast Asia with20

values up to 0.8%. Except for central Europe and the USA the model results indicate a
strong reduction in total contrail cover over the northern extratropics, most pronounced
over the North Atlantic. The increase over USA and Europe is caused by supersonic
aircraft flying in subsonic mode over land to avoid sonic boom. As the cruise altitude
of a supersonic aircraft flying in subsonic mode is about 9–10 km which is below that25

of a respective subsonic aircraft (Fig. 1) slight differences in contrail occurrence result
over land. In the tropics, the pattern of difference shown in Fig. 3 directly reflects the
different flight patterns (Fig. 2) of the subsonic and the combined fleet, respectively. In
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contrast, the model results indicate a reduced total contrail cover over the North Atlantic
and North Pacific despite an enhanced fuel consumption, because the meteorological
conditions at supersonic flight levels are less favourable for contrail formation than at
subsonic flight levels. The changes in total contrail coverage between the two mixed
scenarios P4 and S5 are only marginal and therefore not shown.5

The zonal mean contrail coverage is presented in Fig. 4 for January and July. For the
subsonic scenario S4 the zonal mean contrail cover peaks in northern mid-latitudes at
typical flight levels around 200 hPa, i.e. near the zonal mean tropopause. The contrail
cover in Northern Hemisphere mid-latitudes exhibits a distinct annual cycle (Ponater
et al., 2002; Meyer et al., 2002; Palikonda et al., 2005): In summer the middle tropo-10

sphere is often too warm for the formation of contrails, whereas in winter contrails can
also form below 300 hPa. The model results for the mixed fleet scenario S5 indicate a
similar pattern at subsonic cruise levels as S4, but additionally small contrail coverage
in the tropics at supersonic cruise levels around 70 hPa. In the northern extratropical
lower stratosphere atmospheric conditions are favourable for contrail formation only in15

winter.
For a detailed inspection the differences in contrail cover between S5 and S4 are

also displayed in Fig. 4. The combined scenario S5 shows a reduced contrail coverage
at subsonic cruise levels (200 hPa), especially in northern mid-latitudes with values up
to 0.03%. A slight reduction at subsonic cruise levels is also found in tropical regions.20

Furthermore, the model results for S5 reveal additional formation of contrails in the
tropical lower stratosphere, with maximum values in winter (0.03%). Additionally, S5
shows slightly enhanced contrail cover in northern mid-latitudes at subsonic flight levels
which is caused by supersonic aircraft flying in subsonic mode over land. The replace-
ment of subsonic aircraft by supersonic aircraft leads to a vertical and geographical25

displacement in contrail coverage.
The reduced cruise speed of Mach 1.6 in perturbation scenario P4 results in lower

supersonic cruise levels (Fig. 1) which directly affects the vertical distribution of simu-
lated contrails. In P4 contrails in the tropical lower stratosphere form at lower altitudes
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than in S5, around the tropical tropopause. At subsonic cruise levels P4 shows small
modifications compared to S5 which are caused by slightly different flight routes. Gen-
erally, the changes in contrail coverage between the subsonic and the mixed fleets
directly reflect the altered flight routes, taking into account the ambient meteorological
conditions of the respective atmospheric region.5

Table 2 summarises the annual mean total contrail cover for different geographical
regions and the three scenarios S4, S5 and P4. The global mean value for visible
contrails amounts to 0.372% for the subsonic scenario S4 which is significantly higher
than the respective value of 0.22% for the 2050 NASA subsonic air traffic inventory
(National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) inventories, scenario FESGa;10

IPCC, 1999) as calculated by Marquart et al. (2003). This difference is related to the
different design of the air traffic inventories. The fuel consumption for the S4 scenario
is approximately a factor of 1.4 larger than for the NASA inventory (see Table 3 and
Fig. 6). Furthermore, the geographical distribution of the flight routes is expected to
differ between both datasets. In extratropical regions as well as on global average15

the combined scenarios S5 and P4 reveal a slight reduction in contrail coverage with
a more pronounced decrease of visible contrails. For example, global mean contrail
coverage for S5 decreases by a factor of 0.984 in terms of visible contrails, but only
by a factor of 0.997 in terms of all contrails. In tropical regions the mixed fleet scenar-
ios show the opposite effect, i.e. an increase in the overall contrail coverage with an20

almost constant amount of visible contrails. These results indicate that the decrease
in contrail coverage in Northern Hemisphere extratropics caused by the replacement
of subsonic aircraft by supersonic aircraft is mainly related to a decrease of visible
contrails, whereas the increase in contrail coverage in the tropical stratosphere is as-
sociated with an increase in subvisible contrails.25

3.2 Radiative forcing

In this section we present the contrail radiative forcing (RF) for the different air traffic
inventories. For the RF calculations all contrails (not only the visible contrails) are
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considered. However, contrails with extremely low optical depth are expected to have
a negligible impact on radiation (less than 8%, Marquart et al., 2003). The following
RF values refer to the stratosphere-adjusted radiative forcing at the tropopause, which
is regarded to be a better metric of climate impact than the instantaneous RF at the
top of the atmosphere, as used in, e.g. Minnis et al. (1999). We note that determining5

the contrail RF at the tropopause has conceptual consequences for the shortwave
part of the forcing: Shortwave absorption contributes positive in case of tropospheric
contrails, but negative in case of stratospheric contrails, because in the former case the
absorbed radiation is gained by the troposphere-surface-system. Scattering of contrails
is contributing negative in either case, however. As we shall see, this feature is not10

relevant for our results as shortwave absorption by contrails is negligible in comparison
to shortwave scattering.

In Table 3 the global annual mean radiative forcing components from contrails are
listed for the different air traffic scenarios, along with the respective fuel consumption
and the total contrail cover. Furthermore, the respective RF values for a 2050 NASA15

air traffic scenario taken from Marquart et al. (2003) are added for comparison. Con-
sidering the changes in air traffic density and climate, the contrail net RF for a subsonic
fleet increases from 9.4 mW m−2 in 2025 (S1) to 24.7 mW m−2 in 2050 (S4). The mixed
fleet scenarios indicate a slightly smaller contrail net RF of 9.3 mW m−2 in 2025 (S2)
and 24.2 mW m−2 in 2050 (S5), respectively. This means a reduction in net RF for the20

mixed fleet compared to the subsonic fleet by approximately 2% in 2050, based on the
assumption of constant RPK (Table 1).

The radiative impact of contrails does not only depend on coverage, but also on their
optical properties. Ponater et al. (2002) and Marquart et al. (2003) found that the optical
depth of contrails increases with decreasing altitude, from the poles towards the equa-25

tor, and from winter to summer. However, they analysed upper tropospheric contrails
exclusively, whose properties are not necessarily valid for the lower stratosphere. Fig-
ure 5 extends the analysis presented in Marquart et al. (2003, their Fig. 7) by showing
the accumulated frequency distributions of the optical depth for contrails in the trop-
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ical lower stratosphere (red line) and in the northern extratropical upper troposphere
(black line). The frequency distributions are based on semi-daily values of the model
simulation S5 including all years of the simulation. The distribution functions for both
regions show remarkable differences: Contrails in the tropical lower stratosphere are
optically thinner than contrails in the upper troposphere in northern extratropics. The5

main fraction of these optically thin contrails in the tropical lower stratosphere are below
the threshold optical depth of 0.02, i.e. they are regarded as subvisible in the model
simulations. Atmospheric conditions in the tropical lower stratosphere are significantly
drier than in the upper troposphere, i.e. less atmospheric water vapour is available for
condensation, which leads to a reduced ice water content within contrails and therefore10

a reduced optical depth. The change in optical properties of contrails in combination
with the change in total contrail cover explains the reduced net RF in the mixed fleet
scenario S5 compared to the subsonic scenario S4.

A direct comparison of the present results with previous studies is difficult since
the simulated contrails strongly depend on the air traffic distribution. Marquart et al.15

(2003) assessed the future development of contrails for a subsonic fleet with the GCM
ECHAM4. Their results for 2050 are listed in Table 3. The fuel consumption for the
S4 scenario is approximately a factor of 1.4 higher than in Marquart et al. (2003).
In contrast to Marquart et al. (2003) who used the fuel consumption as a weighting
factor to calculate the contrail coverage, the flown distance was used in the present20

study which reduces global contrail cover and RF by about 10% (Fichter et al., 2005).
This would imply a reduced contrail cover and RF for S4 compared to Marquart et al.
(2003). However, the simulated contrail cover and contrail net RF for S4 are a factor
of ≈1.7 higher, i.e. the S4 scenario shows a higher contrail coverage per fuel con-
sumption. This indicates a remarkably different air traffic distribution in both air traffic25

inventories. Nevertheless, both studies show a close correlation between global mean
contrail cover and net RF. Taking into account all available results for different years
and air traffic scenarios (subsonic and combined fleets) from the present study and
from Marquart et al. (2003) the mean contrail net RF per contrail coverage amounts to
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63.8±5.7 mW m−2/1%. Figure 6 summarises the results of Marquart et al. (2003) and
the present study.

IPCC (1999) estimated the contrail net RF of a subsonic fleet to be 71 mW m−2 in
2025 and 100 mW m−2 in 2050. Additionally, IPCC (1999) provided an estimate of
67 mW m−2 and 89 mW m−2 for the net contrail RF of the combined fleet scenario Fa1H5

in 2025 and 2050, respectively. The Fa1H scenario assumes that supersonic aircraft
come into service in 2015 with a final capacity of 1000 aircraft in 2040, continuing
operation to 2050 (11% of the subsonic fleet Fa1 in 2050). This supersonic aircraft
cruises with Mach 2.4 at 18–20 km altitude. The combined fleet Fa1H has a total fuel
consumption of 557.4 Tg yr−1 in 2050 (supersonic part 140 Tg yr−1). However, in IPCC10

(1999) it was assumed that persistent contrails in the stratosphere are unlikely because
of the low humidity values, and, therefore, radiative forcing from contrails from a future
fleet of supersonic aircraft can be neglected. Therefore, the reduction in net contrail
RF for the Fa1H scenario compared to the subsonic scenario Fa1 directly reflects the
percentage of subsonic aircraft replaced by supersonic aircraft, i.e. 11% less subsonic15

aircraft results in 11% less contrail RF in 2050.
The assumption made in IPCC (1999) that contrails from supersonic aircraft may

be neglected disagrees with the findings of the present study. The replacement of
approximately 4% of the subsonic fleet by supersonic aircraft (scenario S5) in terms
of the number of transported passengers (RPK) results in a reduction in global mean20

contrail cover (visible contrails) from 0.372% to 0.366% (Sect. 3.1) and a reduced net
contrail RF of approximately 2%, respectively. Our study indicates that supersonic
aircraft do not completely avoid contrails and contrail radiative forcing.

4 Discussion

When assessing the impact of supersonic aircraft on contrails by means of GCM simu-25

lations the question arises how suitable the applied model tool is for this kind of study.
Particularly systematic model biases in the simulated temperature and humidity dis-
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tribution may affect simulated contrails. The ECHAM4 GCM like many other GCMs
(e.g. Gates et al., 1999) exhibits a serious “cold bias” in the extratropical lowermost
stratosphere with a maximum temperature deviation of about 10 K at the 200 hPa level
(Roeckner et al., 1996; Land et al., 1999), i.e. the altitude range where contrails gen-
erally form. Furthermore, the model shows are severe “wet bias” in the extratropical5

lowermost stratosphere (Stenke et al., 2007)2. Above 100 hPa water vapour concentra-
tions are still overestimated by a factor of approximately 1.5 compared to observations
(Stenke and Grewe, 2005). Marquart et al. (2003) quantified the impact of model biases
on the simulation of contrails by offline diagnostic calculations using ECMWF reanaly-
sis (ERA) and ECHAM4 temperature and humidity data as meteorological input. They10

found that the contrail cover in the northern extratropics is only slightly affected by the
cold bias, but is very sensitive to the bias in relative humidity. In contrast, in tropical
regions the temperature bias is more important for contrail formation than the model
errors in the humidity distribution.

In a recent study Stenke et al. (2007)2 showed that the simulated wet bias in the15

extratropical lowermost stratosphere is caused by the exceptionally high numerical dif-
fusion of the operational semi-Lagrangian advection scheme. Replacing the semi-
Lagrangian scheme by the pure Lagrangian transport scheme ATTILA (Reithmeier and
Sausen, 2002) results in a significant reduction of the simulated wet bias and, as a
consequence, of the simulated cold bias, too. In the following, the updated model20

version using the Lagrangian transport scheme ATTILA is referred to as E39/ATTILA.
In order to study the influence of the above mentioned model biases on the forma-
tion of contrails in a self-consistent model framework, we additionally performed the
model simulations S4 (subsonic) and S5 (mixed) with the “unbiased” model version
E39/ATTILA. The results of first sensitivity simulations show some remarkable differ-25

ences between the standard model and E39/ATTILA in terms of contrail coverage and
optical properties of contrails. In the present study, the main focus is on the effect

2Stenke, A., Grewe, V., and Ponater, M.: Lagrangian transport of water vapour and cloud
water in the ECHAM4 GCM and its impact on the cold bias, Clim. Dynam., under review, 2007.
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of the replacement of subsonic aircraft by supersonic aircraft. A detailed analysis of
the properties of tropospheric contrails in the model version E39/ATTILA compared to
the standard model will be published elsewhere (C. Fichter, personal communication,
2007).

Changes in the zonal mean contrail cover between S5 and S4 for January as simu-5

lated with E39/ATTILA are displayed in Fig. 7 for comparison with the standard model
E39 (see Fig. 4). E39/ATTILA shows a similar pattern as E39: The mixed scenario S5
indicates a reduced contrail cover at subsonic cruise levels which is most pronounced
in northern extratropics, and an increase in contrail cover in the tropical lower strato-
sphere. Furthermore, E39/ATTILA also shows a slight increase in contrail cover at10

subsonic cruise levels around 40◦ N to 50◦ N. Compared to E39 the increase in tropi-
cal lower stratospheric contrail cover is less pronounced in E39/ATTILA. In E39/ATTILA
stratospheric water vapour concentrations are significantly lower than in E39 (Stenke et
al., 20072) which results in lower relative humidity. Therefore, meteorological conditions
in the tropical lower stratosphere are less suitable for contrail formation in E39/ATTILA.15

For July, the model version E39/ATTILA again shows a similar difference pattern as the
standard model E39, but with a slightly weaker maximum in the tropical lower strato-
sphere. Model biases in the simulated temperature and humidity distribution do not
affect the main result of this study that the replacement of subsonic aircraft by super-
sonic aircraft leads to a geographical shift in contrail cover from the northern extratrop-20

ical subsonic flight levels into the tropical lower stratosphere.

5 Conclusions

The impact of future supersonic aircraft on contrail cover and radiative forcing was in-
vestigated by means of model simulations with the ECHAM4 GCM including the contrail
parameterization by Ponater et al. (2002) with modifications by Marquart and Mayer25

(2002). This model approach allowed us to simulate contrail coverage, optical proper-
ties and radiative forcing of contrails in a consistent way with a comprehensive climate
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model. The effect of supersonic aircraft was evaluated using SCENIC air traffic in-
ventories for subsonic and mixed (sub- and supersonic) fleets for the years 2025 and
2050, respectively (Marizy et al., 20071). In case of a mixed fleet subsonic aircraft
are replaced by supersonic aircraft provided that the number of revenue passenger
kilometres (RPK) is constant.5

The replacement of subsonic aircraft by supersonic aircraft does not avoid contrails
in terms of global mean total contrail cover, but it leads to a shift in the geographical dis-
tribution of contrails: Less contrails in the northern extratropics at subsonic flight levels
which is a direct effect of the replacement of subsonic aircraft, and increasing contrail
coverage in the tropical lower stratosphere, i.e. at supersonic cruise levels. Contrails in10

the tropical lower stratosphere are optically thinner than those in the extratropical upper
troposphere. This forms an extension to previous results of Marquart et al. (2003) that
the optical depth of subsonic contrails decreases with height. Optically thinner contrails
have a reduced net radiative forcing. The contrail net RF in the mixed fleet scenario
S5 is approximately 2% (1.6%) lower than in the subsonic fleet scenario S4, relating15

to a constant number of passenger kilometres (RPK) and a replacement of 4% of the
RPK by supersonic aircraft. Reducing the supersonic cruise speed from Mach 2.0
to Mach 1.6 leads to a lower supersonic cruise altitude and therefore a vertical shift
in contrail formation. However, the global mean total contrail cover and the radiative
impact of supersonic contrails is not affected.20

These results might suggest that supersonic aircraft have a smaller climate impact
than subsonic aircraft. However, changes in contrail cover and contrail RF are only
one aspect in terms of investigating the climate impact of future supersonic air traffic.
Aircraft emissions cover a range of gases and particulate matter, like carbon dioxide
(CO2), water vapour (H2O), nitrogen oxides (NOx) and sulphate aerosols. NOx emis-25

sions, for example, lead to a destruction or production of ozone, depending on the
atmospheric region. Grewe et al. (2007) have shown that stratospheric water vapour
emissions from supersonic aircraft make by far the most important contribution to cli-
mate change. The total radiative forcing from supersonic aircraft (S5–S4) except con-
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trails amounts to 22 mW m−2 in 2050, with a contribution of 23 mW m−2 from water
vapour, 3.3 mW m−2 from carbon dioxide, −2.8 mW m−2 and −1.6 mW m−2 from ozone
and methane. Compared to the other variables contrails (−0.5 mW m−2) are only a mi-
nor contributor to climate change with respect to supersonic aircraft. This comparison
shows that many aspects have to be considered when evaluating the climate impact of5

future air traffic.
The simulation of contrails with a GCM like ECHAM4 is highly sensitive to systematic

model errors in the background temperature and humidity distribution. Uncertainties
of the model results for present day and future subsonic fleets have been discussed in
Ponater et al. (2002) and Marquart et al. (2003). For the current study it was important10

to know whether the effect of the replacement of subsonic by supersonic aircraft is cap-
tured correctly. Sensitivity studies with an updated model version E39/ATTILA suggest
that the persistent model biases in terms of temperature and humidity in the standard
model version E39 slightly affect the magnitude, but not the pattern of change itself.
Reducing the quantitative uncertainty of the model results requires further evaluation15

of the simulated contrail properties for the updated model E39/ATTILA by means of
detailed comparison with observations.
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Table 1. Main characteristics of the SCENIC emission dataset. S4 denotes the subsonic fleet
for 2050, S5 the mixed fleet for 2050, and P4 a perturbation scenario for the mixed fleet opti-
mised for a reduced speed (Mach 1.6). Abbreviations: nm = nautical miles (1 nm≈1852.2 km);
RPK = Revenue Passenger Kilometre; pax = passenger; Tot = Total Fleet; Super = Supersonic
Fleet.

Scenario Aircraft Speed Maximum Cruise RPK Commercial Commercial
Range Altitude Fuel Distance

[number] [Mach] [nm] [kft] [1011 pax km] [Tg yr−1] [1010 km]

Supersonic Characteristics Tot Super Tot Super Tot

S1-Sub 2025 – – – – 75 – 355 – 5.63
S2-Mixed 2025 211 2.0 5500 55–65 75 4.3 370 25 5.70
S4-Sub 2050 – – – – 178.2 – 656 – 11.67
S5-Mixed 2050 501 2.0 5500 55–65 178.4 7.3 700 60 11.84
P4-Speed 2050 544 1.6 6000 47–59 178.4 6.9 682 41 11.76
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Table 2. Annually averaged total contrail cover (%) for different scenarios and different regions.
Values in parentheses refer to “visible” contrails. Western Europe: 40◦–55◦ N, 10◦ W–20◦ E;
North Atlantic Flight Corridor (NAFC): 28◦–72◦ N, 83◦ W–15◦ E; North Pacific Flight Corridor
(NPFC): 20◦–72◦ N, 120◦ E–120◦ W; Thailand: 0◦–25◦ N, 90◦–122◦ E.

Scenario World Western Europe NAFC NPFC Thailand

S4-Sub 0.610 (0.372) 11.84 (6.25) 3.10 (1.87) 0.83 (0.49) 1.22 (0.84)

S5-Mixed 0.608 (0.366) 11.80 (6.22) 3.01 (1.82) 0.82 (0.48) 1.31 (0.83)

P4-Speed 0.606 (0.365) 11.80 (6.22) 3.02 (1.82) 0.81 (0.48) 1.27 (0.84)
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Table 3. Annually and globally averaged fuel consumption, total contrail coverage (visible)
and contrail radiative forcing components for the different air traffic inventories. The respective
values for 2050 taken from Marquart et al. (2003) are listed for comparison.

Fuel Coverage Radiative Forcing [mW m−2]

Scenario [Tg yr−1] [%] Longwave Shortwave Net

S1-Sub 2025 355 0.162 13.7 −4.3 9.4

S2-Mixed 2025 370 0.159 13.6 −4.2 9.3

S4-Sub 2050 656 0.372 35.8 −11.1 24.7

S5-Mixed 2050 700 0.366 35.1 −10.9 24.2

P4-Speed 2050 682 0.365 35.3 −11.0 24.3

Marquart et al. (2003) 471 0.22 20.7 −5.9 14.8
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Fig. 1. Horizontally integrated fuel consumption [10−9 kg s−1 m−2] of commercial aircraft con-
sidered in the SCENIC subsonic fleet for 2050 (a). Difference between the 2050 mixed and
subsonic fleet S5-S4 (b) and between the mixed fleet scenarios P4-S5 (c). The black line
indicates a zonal and annual mean tropopause height.
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Fig. 2. Upper panel: Horizontal distribution of the vertically integrated fuel consumption of
commercial aircraft considered in the SCENIC subsonic fleet for 2050 (S4) [Tg yr−1]. Lower
panel: Difference between the 2050 mixed and subsonic fleet S5-S4 [Tg yr−1].
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Fig. 3. Annually averaged total contrail cover [%] for the subsonic fleet S4 as simulated by
ECHAM4 (left), and differences in total contrail cover [%] between S5 and S4 (right).
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Fig. 4. Top: Zonally averaged contrail cover [%] for the subsonic fleet S4 and the mixed fleet
S5 as simulated by ECHAM4 for January (left) and July (right), respectively. Bottom: Changes
in the zonal mean contrail cover [0.1%] between S5 and S4 and between P4 and S5 for Jan-
uary (left) and July (right), respectively. The bold line indicates a zonal mean tropopause as
simulated by ECHAM4 for each respective month.
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Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of the contrail optical depth as simulated by ECHAM4 for the 2050
mixed fleet scenario S5 and for different geographical regions. Red: tropical lower stratosphere
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The threshold optical depth of 0.02 is indicated by the vertical dashed line.
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Fig. 6. Global mean contrail coverage (squares, [0.01%]) and net radiative forcing (crosses,
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2050. The red symbols mark the results for the SCENIC datasets for the years 2025 and
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respectively.
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Fig. 7. Changes in the zonally averaged contrail cover [0.1%] between S5 and S4 as simulated
by E39/ATTILA for January. The bold line indicates a zonal mean tropopause.
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